
Sonseveri� Men�
De Villegasstraat 13, Sint-agatha-berchem, Belgium

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Sonseveria/209271612450495

A complete menu of Sonseveria from Sint-agatha-berchem covering all 15 meals and drinks can be found here
on the menu. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about Sonseveria:
Sonseveria is a food chain that's kept stabbing in the past. The imaginary food is very little culinary, the portions

barely small for the price, and you can't afford cards or even with payconiq. Sonseveria's one of those
restaurants where they're not spiking you to the bank machine around the corner to collect cash. I find an

incredible middle finger to the client. Like the flinter thin pieces of manchego cheese wit... read more. What User
doesn't like about Sonseveria:

Sonseveria is a food chain that keeps sticking in the past. The imaginary food is very little clinary, the portions
are barely small for the price, and you can't afford cards or even with payment. Sonseveria is one of those

restaurants where they don't give you to the banking machine to collect the corner to collect money. I think I'm a
great middle finger for the client. Like the flank of manchego cheese with thin s... read more. Sonseveria from
Sint-agatha-berchem is a good place for a bar to have a beer after work and be able to hang out with friends,
Furthermore, the guests of the restaurant enjoy the extensive variety of the various coffee and tea specialities
that the restaurant has available. In addition to small snacks, sweet pieces and cakes, we also serve cold and

hot drinks, For a snack in between, the tasty sandwiches, healthy salads, and other snacks are suitable.
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Drink�
FRUIT JUICES

Beverage�
JUICES

Ho� drink�
TEA

Bottle� Beer�
DUVEL

Coffe�
COFFEE

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
FRUIT

FRESH FRUIT

CHEESE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BREAD

SANDWICH

FISH

PASTA

SOUP

PANINI
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